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COVER: Artist Joanne Schinbeckler's rendering of the Navy
Remote Ocean Sensing System (NROSS) satellite, which is
expected to be launched in 1988. Onboard will be a 6-
antenna scatterometer that will provide sea surface wind
velocity measurements. The original drawing was pro-
vided by NASA.
it
This document was produced under NASA Contract Number NAS5-26714.
Published by the Nova University/NYIT Press, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, July 1984.
FOREWORD
This bibliography was compiled as an outgrowth of the
Satellite Surface Stress (S3) Working Group, which was sponsored
by NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center and NASA/Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) from the fall of 1982 to the spring of 1984
(Contracts NAS5-26714 and 956773). I wish to thank the Working
Group Chairman, Dr. James J. O'Brien, for providing me with the
impetus to compile this work. I also wish to thank the other
members of the Working Group for adding their moral support (as
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